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Aim
(1) Describe : MC;d(Q;R) »!MC0;d(Q;R)
tilting theory.
The isomorphism of moduli spaces.
(2) Generalize : Crawley-Boevey's theorem.
Moduli spaces and Representations
Notations¶ ³
G : a ¯nite subgroup of SL(2;C).
f½0; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ½ng : the set of irreducible reps of G.
(Q;R) : the McKay quiver of G.µ ´
d := (dim ½i)i2Q0 : a dimension vector
C : a chamber in the stability space
¾
GITÃ MC;d(Q;R).
repC;d(Q;R) : the category of µ-semistable (Q;R) reps
w.r.t. µ 2 C of dimension vector d.
(repC;d(Q;R)= ') =MC;d(Q;R) as a set.
Fact¶ ³
(Kronheimer)
MC;d(Q;R) is the minimal resolution.
(Nakajima,Lusztig etc.)
Describe : S :MC;d(Q;R) »!MC0;d(Q;R) as a re°ec-
tion functor.
µ ´
Tilting theory and Weyl groups
Tilting modules¶ ³
¤ : a noetherian algebra (e.g. CQ=R).





(2)Ext1¤(T; T ) = 0
(3)9exact sequence
0! ¤! T1 ! T2 ! 0 (Ti 2 addT )µ ´
Theorem(Happel, Rickard)¶ ³
Tilting modules induce the equivalences
Db(mod¤) ' Db(modEnd¤(T )):µ ´
Theorem (Iyama-Reiten)¶ ³
CQ=R : the preprojective algebra.
W : the corresponding Weyl group.
Ii := h1¡ eii : an ideal of CQ=R.
I := fIi1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Iik j 1 · i1; : : : ; ik · n; k 2 Ng : a set of
ideals of CQ=R.
(1) I 3 8T is a tilting module over CQ=R s.t.
End¤(CQ=R) »= CQ=R.
(2) 9 a one-to-one correspondence W ! I ;
w = si1 ¢ ¢ ¢ sik 7! Iw := Ii1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Iik
(a reduced expression)µ ´
Main Theorem
CG : ¯x the chamber de¯ned by µ0 < 0 and µi > 0 (i 6= 0).
(i.e. MCG;d = G-Hilb).
Main Theorem
There is a category equivalence
HomCQ=R(Iw;¡) : repCG;d(Q;R)
»! repCwG ;d(Q;R)
which induces the isomorphism
MCG;d(Q;R) »¡!MCwG ;d(Q;R).
Point of proof of Main Theorem¶ ³
RHomCQ=R(Ii;¡) : Db(modCQ=R) »! Db(modCQ=R)
[ [
HomCQ=R(Ii;¡) : repC;d(Q;R) »! repCsi ;d(Q;R)µ ´
Example of A2-type
θ satisfies θ0 + θ1 + θ2 = 0
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